
 30 September 1940     Bf109E-1            Wn.3859           3+ - 6/JG27

Holmans Grove, Grayswood, near Haslemere, Surrey. 16.40 hrs.

Mission to escort bombers. Aircraft was attacked from behind and below by a fighter while escorting 
the bombers home, after they had reached their objective. The engine caught fire and the pilot baled out. 
The aircraft was a complete wreck.
Markings: 3 in yellow. Shield; outlined in red, bearing black bear rampant, surmounting a red crown.
Ff: Ltn Herbert Schmidt seriously wounded.

The unit was assumed from the aircraft shield, having previously associated with JG27. The pilot was 
known to another prisoner from JG27 and he enquired after Hauptmann Schlichting, who was known 
also to be a member of the unit.

An account of events was detailed by Herbert Schmidt post-war: 
In the afternoon, we had to protect bombers and got involved in heavy aerial combats with British 

fighters which caused our formation to break up. I remember that I pursued a Spitfire. It dived and I 
pulled back up for height. Looking around I was suddenly alone; a bad situation for a fighter. It was 
high time to fly back. Suddenly I saw tracer bullets exactly in my direction of flight and at the same 
time, my cockpit was full of flames. A terrible thought flashed through my brain; this was the end. I tried 
to push off the cockpit hood in order to get out. I lifted my left arm to do it but, powerless, the arm fell 
down. I didn’t know that it was smashed by bullets. I tried again and again and finally succeeded in 
getting rid of the hood. I couldn’t see this, but felt the fresh air penetrate the hell of flames and smoke I 
was sitting in. Now I tried to loosen the seat belts but couldn’t manage it and lost consciousness. 

When I recovered my senses, I was falling at high speed, turning somersaults. My first idea was open 
the parachute. It was very difficult to get the handle for my arm was following the turning movements 
of my body. With great effort I succeeded. When the parachute opened, I thought I would be torn to 
pieces. Because of the high speed of the fall and the fact that nearly all of my clothing had been burnt 
away, so that the parachute harness did not sit close, the opening parachute caused a heavy blow to 
my body. Thereby my flying boots, plop, fell away. I floated in the air. Some things I can still see today. 
Three Spitfires roaming around and flying away. A look at the blackened tip of my nose and the black 
of bloody hands. No feeling of pain. Suddenly a pain on my neck. Catching at it, I had a burning piece 

Above: Herbert Schmidt 
and below, ‘Yellow 3’ of 
6/JG27 which is believed 
to be the aircraft in which 
he was shot down on 30 
September 1940.
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of my life jacket in my hand; my life jacket was still on fire. I tried to stub out the flames with my hands, 
always fearing that the parachute would catch fire and I would drop away like a stone. Thank God it did 
not happen. It took an eternity until I saw the ground. I made a safe landing near a road like a perfect 
parachutist, although I had never practiced this. I noticed two men standing by a truck. They came over 
to me. ‘Help’ I said and I heard one of them saying ‘ ...badly burned..’, then - blackout. 

The following weeks were the worst of my life. I remember them like an awful dream. It is a wonder 
that I am alive but it would not be correct if I did not mention the British and Canadian doctors and 
sisters who helped me when I thought I was at an end.

  30 September 1940     Bf109E-1          Wn.4851                   9+ 7/JG27

Near Queen Anne’s Gate, Windsor Great Park, Berkshire. 17.00 hrs.

Mission was a bomber escort. When the formation was on its way to the objective it was attacked by 
fighters, this aircraft getting into a dog fight. The combat was broken off and the pilot thought that he 
had not been hit. However an R/T message from his wingman told the pilot that he had a white petrol 
plume streaming behind and looking at his petrol gauge he noticed that the tanks were almost empty, so 
he made a forced landing, but overturned. There were a number of bullet strikes from astern.
Markings: 9 painted on yellow engine cowling. Spinner white, with black circle on tip. Old markings 
had been painted out viz. PH+LV. Airframe built by Arado, 26th June 1940. Nr. 109.4851.
Engine: DB601.
Armament: four MG17. Armour; standard cross bulkhead and head protection for pilot.
ID: 51516, AW: silver-grey, Merseburg, 10/8/40, FP: L 00369.
Ff: Obltn Karl Fischer.

The unit was assumed from the pilot’s ID disc and Feldpostnummer. The Ausweis was issued to the 
pilot while he was still with Ergängungs Jagd Gruppe, Merseburg. The Feldpostnummer which had 
formerly been LGP Hamburg was changed to LGP Brussels and since 23rd September 1940 had been 
LGP Paris.

Below: Karl Fischer’s 
Bf109 after it overturned 
during a forced landing at 
Windsor Great Park.
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This page and opposite: More views of Karl Fischer’s Bf109 as it is 
hoisted back onto its belly.  The numeral painted on the cowling instead 
of the fuselage was an uncommon practice limited to a few staffeln 
during the Battle of Britain.
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Left: Following its 
successful recovery, Karl 
Fischer’s Bf109 was put 
on display to the public, 
the painted out factory 
codes PH+LV are clearly 
visible in the lower photo.
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  30 September 1940     Bf109E-1          Wn.3391 7/JG51

Kennards Farm, Leigh, two miles north-west of Tonbridge, Kent. 13.45 hrs.

Following fighter action, this aircraft dived into the ground and completely disintegrated.
Markings: aircraft made by Arado in 1939. Werke nr. BF.109E.502.
Armament: four MG17.
Ff: Fw Kurt Hübel +. CC 1/16.

The pilot’s identity was ascertained from an old ID card issued to him in July 1938 at Herzogenaurach, 
while he was still a Flieger.

  30 September 1940     Bf109E-1          Wn.4856 7/JG51

Kentwyns, Nutfield, near Redhill, Surrey. 13.45 hrs.

Following fighter action, this aircraft dived into the ground on fire and completely disintegrated.
Markings: aircraft made by Arado in 1940.
Armament: four MG17.
A single seat rubber boat was found at the edge of the wreckage.
ID: 53528, AW: white, L 29620, 23/5/40,  FP: L 29883 Brussels.
Ff: Uffz Paul Limpert 53528/14 +. CC 5/49.

The unit was assumed from the ID disc and Feldpostnummer. The Feldpostnummer on the pilot’s 
Ausweis was that of Gruppen Stab III/JG 5. The pilot also had a certificate regarding the use of 
explosive ammunition dated 9th August 1940.

  30 September 1940     Bf109E-1          Wn.1391 Stab I/JG52

At sea - off Newhaven, Sussex. 16.00 hrs.

Started at 15.00 hrs on a freelance patrol. When flying between 19,000 and 22,000 ft the aircraft was 
attacked by Spitfires and hit in the radiator, the engine cut out and the pilot made a forced landing in 
the sea.
The aircraft sank but the pilot got out and was picked up later by a trawler.
ID: 65160, AW: white, Mannheim-Sandhoven, 2/2/40, FP: L 07141 Brussels.
Ff: Ltn Kurt Kirchner slightly wounded.

  30 September 1940     Bf109E-4            Wn.1262                14 + - 3/JG52

Clayton Farm, Peasmarsh, Sussex. 14.00 hrs.

Started from Calais at 13.10 hrs on a freelance patrol to South London, the formation consisting of 
twelve fighter aircraft which were flying at 29,000 ft. They were attacked by about twenty-five Spitfires 
climbing from below, the pilot of this aircraft going into a steep bank and partially lost control. A 
Spitfire singled him out and shot through the engine and controls; the engine stopped and the pilot 
circled downwards towards the coast and eventually baled out, landing at Housefield, Hammonds 
Farm, Udimore with a bullet wound in his right leg. The aircraft dived into the ground and was totally 
destroyed.
Markings: 14 - and the nose painted yellow.
ID: 65163, AW: grey, Mannheim-Sandhofen, 12/3/40, FP: L 18969.
Ff: Uffz Kurt Wolff injured.

This pilot had previously taken part in a raid on Kenley aerodrome when his engine stopped at 19,000 
ft and yet he managed to glide home. In 1938 he had been the gunner of a Stuka. He had fought 
throughout the French Campaign before going back to Zerbst, then for a short time at Bonninghart, 
near Krefeld before moving to Brussels at the beginning of August. 
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  30 September 1940        Bf109E-4               Wn3417           2 + -                       4/JG52

Near Detling aerodrome boundary, Kent. 14.00 hrs.

Started from Calais at 12.30 hrs on escort duties to London. The fighter escort was in the proportion 
of five fighters to one bomber. The escort, which contained no Messerschmitt Bf110s, was flying at 
the sides and stepped up behind the bomber formation. This particular aircraft, which was one of six, 
was flying at 27,000 ft, when near London they saw some Spitfires about 1,500 ft above them and 
immediately tried to form a defensive circle, but with only six aircraft this was difficult. At the time 
of the attack, the pilot presumed that the bombers were on their return journey, having dropped their 
bombs through openings in the clouds. As the fighters had to return, they had to break the circle and a 
Spitfire immediately dived on this aircraft, the pilot dived down to 20,000 ft and having thrown off the 
Spitfire, then climbed 1,500 ft towards a formation of eight Messerschmitts. He appears to have been 
mistaken for an attacking Spitfire and was shot through the radiator by one of his own aircraft He again 
dived into a thin layer of clouds at 4,500 ft but after three minutes the engine temperature rose and he 
knew he could not reach home. He attempted to land on Detling aerodrome but missed and landed at 
the edge, with the undercarriage retracted, ending up ten yards from a house.
About fifty bullet strikes from rear in cooling system and petrol lines were traced.
Markings: 2 - in white. The marking had been previously 8+ but this was painted out. Yellow nose and 
rudder. Green spinner with one sector white. Crest; red cat, with arched back, on white circular shield.
Engine: DB601A-1.
Armament: four MG17. Armour; usual cross bulkhead and head protection but no top canopy.
ID: 65165, AW: grey, E(5)/VIII, 14/6/40, FP: 02450 Brussels.
Ff: Gefr Erich Mummert.

This was the pilot’s second sortie of the day, the morning one being uneventful, not a shot being fired. He 
had one and a half years flying experience and forty War Flights but could not claim any victories. The 
pilot, who was fairly junior, was due for promotion and an award of the Iron Cross the following day.

This aircraft was subsequently taken to RAE Farnborough for further examination. It was later used 
for display purposes.

Below and opposite 
page: Erich Mummert’s 
Bf109 ‘White 2’ at 
Detling.  By now, yellow 
noses and rudders were 
common across all Bf109 
Geschwader operating 
over England.
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Above: The very 
prominent cat emblem 
of 4/JG52 carried on the 
starboard side only of 
Erich Mummert’s Bf109.
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  30 September 1940 Bf109E-1           Wn.3192 6/JG52

Near Kingswood Church, Dorking, Surrey. 14.00 hrs.

Escorting bombers to London. According to an eye witness report, this aircraft was attacked by a 
Spitfire firing a long burst; an explosion followed and one wing broke off. The pilot baled out and the 
aircraft burnt out on crashing.
Markings: only identification decipherable was a large blue eagle four feet long on a yellow engine 
cowling and yellow tip to the spinner. Aircraft made by Fieseler Werke Flugzeugwerk in August 1938.
Engine: DB601A, werke nr. 60337.
Armament: four MG17.
ID: 65167, AW: grey, Merseburg, 10/8/40, FP: -.
Ff: Gefr Gustav Strasser very seriously wounded.

The pilot’s unit was assumed from his ID disc number. From a letter it was ascertained that the pilot 
was at 4 Ergänzungsjagdgruppe, Merseburg on 9th August 1940.

  30 September 1940 Bf109E-4               Wn.1325                13 + - 3/JG53

Langney, near Eastbourne, Sussex. 14.05 hrs.

Started from Etaples at 14.30 hrs escorting bombers, the fighters 
joining with the bombers when near the English coast, with the 
fighters flying at 19,000 ft. The pilot claimed there was no combat 
but he made a forced landing because he was short of petrol.  A 
few 303 strikes were traced in the cooling system and engine.
Markings: 13 and horizontal bar in yellow with a bold black 
outline. Orange painted nose, rudder and fin. Propeller spinner 
was dark green with a yellow tip. Four white victory markings 
on the tail fin.
Engine: DB601A, nr. 63509, made by Daimler Benz at Genshagen, 
Teltow.
Armament: two 20 mm cannon and two MG17. Armour; standard 
cross bulkhead and panel behind pilot’s hood.
Aircraft was unusual in that a fairing covered the tail wheel 
aperture.
ID: 67007, AW: grey, Darmstadt, FP: L 36782.
Ff: Fw Walter Scholz.
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Above: The Intelligence 
Report for ‘Yellow 
13’ is quite specific in 
mentioning that both the 
rudder and the fin were 
painted orange.  Close 
examination of the photos 
appears to show the 
orange extending below 
the tailplane as shown in 
this profile.

This page and opposite: 
Walter Scholz’s Bf109 
‘Yellow 13’ had a very 
distinctive hard and wavy 
camouflage demarcation 
line on the fuselage, a 
feature common to many 
JG53 Bf109s.  Note also 
the old position of the 
swastika on the rudder 
hinge.
There is no evidence of 
the JG53 red stripe on 
the cowling in the field 
shot opposite, but it can 
be seen in the photo to 
the right. This may be a 
replacement cowling or 
more likely, the yellow 
overpainting has started 
to fade.

Above Right:  The soldiers 
appear to be commenting 
on the perils of flying 
an aircraft marked with 
‘unlucky’ 13!  Note how 
dark the yellow number 
appears again.

Opposite page top.  
Walter Scholz’s pilot’s 
licence, confirming the 
spelling of his name, 
(he appears in various 
publications as Scholtz, 
Schultz etc).
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